Inspiring people by creating an
environment where they can discover their
purpose, ignite their passion, and power
their potential.

My Dream
My overarching vision comes from MY DREAM, where it really is my hearts
desire to make a SIGNIFICANT IMPACT upon the people that I meet. My
dream focuses on the people around me.
Initially, the focus is placed upon MYSELF, where I truly understand myself
and the TRUE SOURCE of my power.
Next, my dream encompasses my FAMILY, my husband and my children
providing a home that is full of love and grace, and is an environment where
my children can be free to be who they are, and KNOW who they are
CALLED to be.
Finally, my dream reaches out to my COMMUNITY and all of those in my
circle of influence that I become a CATALYST for them to CONNECT with
their POWER and their POTENTIAL.
I will do this in an environment that is PURPOSEFULLY, and
INTENTIONALLY created where people and companies can dream dreams,
have visions, and develop plans to achieve their purposes and goals. This
environment will empower people to identify their own barriers, even if THEY
are the barriers. This environment will be a catalyst that helps them break
free and experience the freedom of powering their potential.

Unifying Strategies
INTERNAL POWER SOURCE
 Fuel my faith by staying plugged into my SOURCE
o Daily Prayer and reading of the Word Of God
o Daily Reflection
 Fuel my health
o Making good fuel Choices
o Maintaining a Consistent Exercise Schedule

GENERATING POWER FOR FAMILY






Being PRESENT, and being a GOOD EXAMPLE
Helping them fuel their faith by DAILY PRAYER with them
Communicating in their LANGUAGE (5 Love Language)
Introducing them to a POWER STREAM that is age appropriate
Allowing them to be ACTIVE in my Work

MANUFACTURING POWER FOR MY COMMUNITY
 Bringing at least ONE SIGNATURE event to Eastern NC Annually
 Holding Masterminds and Lunch & Learns on powerful content
 Using my Human Resources expertise to create a WARM CALL to
businesses and corporations to become a DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE to them
 Introducing people to BOOKS/MEDIA with relevant content
 Authoring my own book
 Developing new relationships and increasing my network in order to
become a greater resource
 Using my FAITH to introduce people to an ETERNAL source of Power

FUEL SOURCES
 Increase VIRTUAL Presence
 Developing my Public Platform

